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Appic Softwares is a mobile app and web development companyAppic Softwares is a mobile app and web development company
known as the best software development company in India and USAknown as the best software development company in India and USA
and also specializes in creating custom web and mobile applications.and also specializes in creating custom web and mobile applications.
Our team provides full-cycle development services – starting fromOur team provides full-cycle development services – starting from
research and prototyping, through design and implementation, testingresearch and prototyping, through design and implementation, testing
and optimization, deployment and maintenance. We use Node.js, Reactand optimization, deployment and maintenance. We use Node.js, React
Native, Angular and GraphQL to build software that meets the highestNative, Angular and GraphQL to build software that meets the highest
performance and reliability requirements.performance and reliability requirements.

When we started in 2018, we had an idea for a company that couldWhen we started in 2018, we had an idea for a company that could
gather talented developers who could efficiently design and buildgather talented developers who could efficiently design and build
successful web solutions with the help of emerging technologies. Thissuccessful web solutions with the help of emerging technologies. This
philosophy has been evolving continuously over the past decade. Wephilosophy has been evolving continuously over the past decade. We
have built a team where every developer not only provides high-qualityhave built a team where every developer not only provides high-quality
code but also thinks strategically to build a competitive web product,code but also thinks strategically to build a competitive web product,
where web design is designed to meet the latest trends and ensure thewhere web design is designed to meet the latest trends and ensure the
highest quality standards. And quality assurance comes along withhighest quality standards. And quality assurance comes along with
development, and where cutting-edge technologies and the latestdevelopment, and where cutting-edge technologies and the latest
development practices are an essential part of every new project.development practices are an essential part of every new project.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/appic-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/appic-
softwares-development-llp-15328softwares-development-llp-15328
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